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Technical Data Sheet

BUV615 Rat Anti-Mouse CD140a
Product Information
Material Number:
Size:
Clone:
Alternative Name:
Reactivity:
Isotype:
Immunogen:
Application:
Concentration:
Entrez Gene ID:
Storage Buffer:
Regulatory Status:

751085
50 µg
APA5
Pdgfra; Pdgfr2; PDGF-R alpha; Platelet derived growth factor receptor
alpha
Mouse (Tested in Development)
Rat WF, also known as Wistar Furth IgG2a, κ
Mouse PDGF Receptor α chain
Flow cytometry (Qualified)
0.2 mg/ml
18595
Aqueous buffered solution containing ≤0.09% sodium azide.
RUO

Description
The APA5 antibody monoclonal antibody specifically binds to CD140a, the Platelet-Derived Growth Factor Receptor alpha
chain (PDGFR-a, PDGFR-α). CD140a is a receptor tyrosine kinase that is widely expressed on cells of mesenchymal origin
in the embryo and adult. CD140a is expressed on several other cell types during embryonic development, but not on
hematopoietic cells. CD140a binds to PDGF A and B chains, in contrast to PDGFR-b (CD140b) that binds only to the PDGF
B chain. Biologically active PDGF is a disulphide-linked dimer, forming the AA, AB, and BB isoforms. Ligand binding to the
PDGF Receptor induces the formation of receptor dimers (aa, ab, or bb), autophosphorylation, and internalization. The
APA5 antibody has been demonstrated to block binding of PDGF-AA to PDGFR-a-expressing cells in vitro and to block
some PDGF-mediated developmental events in vivo.
The antibody was conjugated to BD Horizon BUV615 which is part of the BD Horizon Brilliant™ Ultraviolet family of
dyes. This dye is a tandem fluorochrome with an Ex Max near 350 nm and an Em Max near 615 nm. BD Horizon Brilliant
BUV615 can be excited by the ultraviolet laser (355 nm) and detected with a 610/20 filter and a 595 nm LP. Due to
the excitation of the acceptor dye by the blue/yellow-green laser line, there may be significant spillover into channels
detecting PE-CF594 like emissions (eg, 610/20-nm filter).

Preparation and Storage
Store undiluted at 4°C and protected from prolonged exposure to light. Do not freeze. The monoclonal antibody was
purified from tissue culture supernatant or ascites by affinity chromatography. The antibody was conjugated to the dye
under optimum conditions that minimize unconjugated dye and antibody.

Recommended Assay Procedure
BD™ CompBeads can be used as surrogates to assess fluorescence spillover (Compensation). When fluorochrome
conjugated antibodies are bound to BD CompBeads, they have spectral properties very similar to cells. However, for some
fluorochromes there can be small differences in spectral emissions compared to cells, resulting in spillover values that
differ when compared to biological controls. It is strongly recommended that when using a reagent for the first time, users
compare the spillover on cells and BD CompBead to ensure that BD CompBeads are appropriate for your specific cellular
application.
For optimal and reproducible results, BD Horizon Brilliant Stain Buffer should be used anytime two or more BD Horizon
Brilliant dyes are used in the same experiment. Fluorescent dye interactions may cause staining artifacts which may affect
data interpretation. The BD Horizon Brilliant Stain Buffer was designed to minimize these interactions. More information
can be found in the Technical Data Sheet of the BD Horizon Brilliant Stain Buffer (Cat. No. 563794/566349) or the BD
Horizon Brilliant Stain Buffer Plus (Cat. No. 566385).
Note: When using high concentrations of antibody, background binding of this dye to erythroid cell subsets (mature
erythrocytes and precursors) has been observed. For researchers studying these cell populations, or in cases where light
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scatter gating does not adequately exclude these cells from the analysis, this background may be an important factor to
consider when selecting reagents for panel(s).

Suggested Companion Products
Catalog Number
554656
554657
563794
555899
566385
566349
613005
553141
565804

Name
Stain Buffer (FBS)
Stain Buffer (BSA)
Brilliant Stain Buffer
Lysing Buffer
Brilliant Stain Buffer Plus
Brilliant Stain Buffer
BUV615 Rat IgG2a, κ Isotype Control
Purified Rat Anti-Mouse CD16/CD32 (Mouse BD Fc Block™)
Red Nucleic Acid Stain

Size
500 mL
500 mL
100 Tests
100 mL
1000 Tests
1000 Tests
50 µg
0.1 mg
0.5 mL

Clone

R35-95
2.4G2

Product Notices
1. The production process underwent stringent testing and validation to assure that it generates a high-quality
conjugate with consistent performance and specific binding activity. However, verification testing has not been
performed on all conjugate lots.
2. Researchers should determine the optimal concentration of this reagent for their individual applications.
3. An isotype control should be used at the same concentration as the antibody of interest.
4. Caution: Sodium azide yields highly toxic hydrazoic acid under acidic conditions. Dilute azide compounds in running
water before discarding to avoid accumulation of potentially explosive deposits in plumbing.
5. For fluorochrome spectra and suitable instrument settings, please refer to our Multicolor Flow Cytometry web page at
www.bdbiosciences.com/colors.
6. Please refer to www.bdbiosciences.com/us/s/resources for technical protocols.
7. BD Horizon Brilliant Stain Buffer is covered by one or more of the following US patents: 8,110,673; 8,158,444;
8,575,303; 8,354,239.
8. Please refer to http://regdocs.bd.com to access safety data sheets (SDS).
9. CF™ is a trademark of Biotium, Inc.
10. BD Horizon Brilliant Ultraviolet 615 is covered by one or more of the following US patents: 8,110,673; 8,158,444;
8,227,187; 8,575,303; 8,354,239.
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Conditions: The information disclosed herein is not to be construed as a recommendation to use the above product in violation of any patents. BD
Biosciences will not be held responsible for a patent infringement or other violations that may occur with the use of our products. Puchase does not
include or carry any right to resell or transfer this product either as a stand-alone product or as a component of another product. Any use of this product other
than the permitted use without the express written authorization of Becton Dickinson and Company is strictly prohibited.
For Research Use Only. Not for use in diagnostic or therapeutic procedures. Not for resale.
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